Listen to Online Radio, Podcasts, and Talk Shows.

Do you broadcast, podcast, or stream audio?
Upload your tracks, broadcast live in seconds from mobile apps or your desktop, and share them with friends and followers everywhere.

Hot Now on Spreaker

★ FEATURED THIS WEEK ★

STAFF PICK ★

The DiRT
Gardening Tips for Zombies

SBTV
Sports Bettors TV
Signup to Spreaker

If you don’t have an account, we will create one for you.

Signup with your email

Name

Email

Password

Already a member?

Click here to login with your registered account.

By signing up you agree to Spreaker’s Terms and Conditions and Privacy Policy

SIGN UP
Listen to Online Radio, Podcasts, and Talk Shows.

Do you broadcast, podcast, or stream audio?
Upload your tracks, broadcast live in seconds from mobile apps or your desktop, and share them with friends and followers everywhere.

FIND OUT MORE

Hot Now on Spreaker
Broadcast with Spreaker

**BROADCAST**

Broadcast with Spreaker's recording console.

**UPLOAD**

Upload an audio file from your computer.

---

**LIMITS**

- You have **9 hours** left in your audio storage. [Get more space!]
- You can broadcast live up to **30 mins**. [How to broadcast longer.]

---

**NEED HELP**

Don't hesitate to contact us if you need help. We're happy to give you the best broadcasting experience ever! [Ask a question]

---

**BROADCAST LIKE A PRO**

Did you know you can use professional tools like SAM Broadcaster and Nicecast to broadcast? [Discover how!]

---

[Import your audio files with just a click using our RSS importer]
Broadcast

Give a title to your track
you can change it later

Add your location | Public

TAGS give you more visibility in the search results (max 5)

AUTO SHARE

Get 50% more Listeners!

MORE OPTIONS add a description, category, and more

SELECT THE COLLECTION

Justine Chien's tracks
4 Tracks 36 Plays
Broadcast

Give a title to your track
Hist 2111 Podcast-- Group (name XXX)/ K1

TAGS give you more visibility in the search results (max 5)

AUTO SHARE

Get 50% more Listeners!

MORE OPTIONS add a description, category, and more

SELECT THE COLLECTION

Justine Chien's tracks
4 Tracks 36 Plays
Click Allow to enable your microphone

Unable to click? Get help
Hist 2111 Podcast-- Group (name XXX)/ K1
Justine Chien
You haven't set the description, category, or tags yet.

WELL DONE, NOW BE HEARD!
Share your audio to Facebook and reach over 50% more listeners, get feedback, and make your content more popular than ever.

SHARE ON FACEBOOK

WOW, NICE ONE!

THAT'S AWESOME!
Hist 2111 Podcast-- Group (name XXX)/ K1

EDIT

Title
Hist 2111 Podcast-- Group (name XXX)/ K1

Tags (max 5)

Explicit content
Enable this option if your recording contains explicit content.

Download Enabled

Category
Talk

SAVE

WELL DONE, NOW BE HEARD!

Share your audio to Facebook and reach over 50% more listeners, get feedback, and make your content more popular than ever.

SHARE ON FACEBOOK
Hist 2111 Podcast-- Group (name XXX)/ K1
Justine Chien
You haven't set the description, category, or tags yet.

EDIT

Title
Hist 2111 Podcast-- Group (name XXX)/ K1

Tags (max 5)

Description

Explicit content
Enable this option if your recording contains explicit content.

Download Enabled

Category
Talk

WELL DONE, NOW BE HEARD!
Share your audio to Facebook and reach over 50% more listeners, get feedback, and make your content more popular than ever.

SHARE ON FACEBOOK
Hist 2111 Podcast-- Group (name XXX)/ K1

INFO

Interests: education, comedy, technology
Rotate your device or tap here to get a full mixing console.
No track has been selected.

Effects
- Crowd Applause
- Crowd Cheer
- Accent Mistery

REC
00:00 / 30:00

Net
Mic
- Offline

Hints:
- Plug in your headphones to simultaneously mix both voice and music (otherwise the output music will come in through the mic).